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BURN THE WITCH, THE ENEMY AND THE EVILDOER! 

PUNISHMENT BY FIRE IN ANCIENT MESOPOTAMIA 

 

Elena Isabela POPA 

University of Bucharest 

 

Abstract: This article intends to summarize the instances when fire is used as a tool for inflicting 

punishment in Mesopotamia in both ritual and legal contexts. When dealing with this kind of sanction, we 

should first try to understand what the inhabitants of this region thought about death, and why is immolation 

considered such an atrocious retribution. Fire is perceived as both judge and executioner in ritual context, 

and as a way of punishing capital crimes such as incest, sacrilege or treason. 

Keywords: Mesopotamia, Girra, fire, immolation, legal text, witchcraft literature, treason, sacrilege, sex 

offence 

 

SHORT NOTE ON THE FUNCTIONAL RELATIONSHIP OF CLAY SPOOLS AND 

CLAY WEIGHTS OF PYRAMIDAL AND CONICAL SHAPE WITH THE FIRE IN 

ARCHAEOLOGY   

Alina IANCU, 

University of Bucharest, 

 National Institute of Heritage of Romania 

 

Abstract: Spool-shaped objects and weights made of clay were unearthed on many sites all over Europe 

and Mediterranean, being discovered in settlements, graves and sanctuaries or recorded as passim during 

surveys undertaken in less excavated areas. Not only in the pioneering age of archaeology but also recently, 

these classes of artefacts arose serious problems of interpretation. The present paper investigates some 

hypothesis regarding the function of clay spools and clay weights of pyramidal and conical shape, 

associated by some archaeologists with the craft of making pottery or with cooking and fireplaces. These 

hypotheses will be discussed in the context of the recent progress made in the field of archaeological 

textiles, taking into account the complex methodology of research of clay implements which was refined 

in the last decades based on extensive archaeological research, including archaeological experiments.       

This contribution aims to clarify some confusions regarding the function of clay spools and clay weights, 

by confronting the old interpretations, often ungrounded, with the current state of research, proving that the 

functional parameters of an implement together with the excavation context and with the information 
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brought by iconographic representations are definitory in accurately establishing the function of these 

puzzling classes of artefacts.   

Keywords: clay spools, pyramidal weights, conical weights, weaving, kiln spacers, potter`s marks 

 

THE IMAGE OF THE GOD FUFLUNS – DIONYSUS AS REFLECTED ON ETRUSCAN 

MIRRORS: A GREEK OR AN ETRUSCAN GOD? 

Diana PAVEL, 

Max Weber Centre, University of Erfurt 

 

Abstract: The influence that the Greek world had managed to manifest through its religion over the 

divinities of the Etruscan pantheon, including the god of vegetation Fufluns- Dionysus, has been universally 

acknowledged in the historiography, but an in-depth analysis of the ever growing number of archaeological 

discoveries has provided us with an important element that seems to have constituted an oversight for a 

long time: the autochthonous layer of the image of the divinity and the entwining of characteristics between 

the two elements, both Etruscan and Greek. An iconographic investigation of the representation of the god 

Fufluns on Etruscan mirrors, the category of archaeological sources that will be the main focus of this paper, 

will indicate that, within the research on the issue of the juxtaposition of Greek and Etruscan characteristics 

in the creation of the image of this god, an important number of purely Etruscan elements should be 

emphasized since they allude towards a powerful Etruscan contribution and (re)interpretation of certain 

aspects of this deity. Among the results, we can include not only the powerful chthonic attributes of Fufluns- 

Dionysus himself, but also of his retinue and of his companions, as well as his connection to purely local 

companions or the appearance of certain mythological episodes of a most probable Etruscan origin, 

episodes seemingly unacknowledged throughout the Greek world. 

Keywords: Fufluns, Etruscan Dionysus, Etruscan mirrors, Etruscan mythology, Dionysian cult in Etruria 

 

CAELUM ET TERRA ARSERUNT — A HISTORIOGRAPHICAL AND POLITICAL 

ACCOUNT ON THE AD 192 FIRE 

Anca-Maria CONSTANTIN, 

University of Bucharest 

 

Abstract: To analyse and to disentangle the broader context framing a historical event such as the AD 192 

fire are key aspects of understanding how the same happening can bear multiple different connotations 

depending on the intentions of the narrator. Firstly, this paper focuses on discussing how and why the fire 
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was interpreted as an omen announcing emperor Commodus’ impending end especially by the historian 

Dio Cassius. Later on, we will shift towards a post factum state of events and consider how the damages 

caused by the flames created the frame for Emperor Severus to implement his visual policies by the means 

of architectural restoration. The wider spectrum we will scrutinise throughout the article is that of fire as a 

signifier for both a decaying reign and the start of a new one.  

Key-words: fire, historiography, Dio Cassius, omen, building programme 

 

SOME REMARKS ON THE POTTERY WORKSHOPS AREAS IN THE MILITARY 

VICUS AT ACIDAVA-ENOȘEȘTI ROMAN FORT 

Florin-Ovidiu BOTIȘ, 

Babeș-Bolyai University, Cluj-Napoca 

 

Abstract: The archaeological excavations that took place between 1990 and 2007 in the Roman vicus from 

Acidava-Enoșești revealed the existence of a pottery workshop here. The poorly published excavations 

suggested the existence of this workshop in the southern part of the Roman vicus without many details of 

its organisation. Careful readings of the archaeological documentation made possible further observations 

on the pottery workshop structures discovered in this area. The paper will outline the existence of a more 

complex artisanal activity within the area of pottery workshop and will draw attention to some elements 

ignored before. Along with a more complex illustration of the excavated areas and with a more refined 

chronology of the excavated pottery workshop structures within the military vicus. 

Key-words: Acidava-Enoșești, pottery workshop organisation, pottery kilns, ceramic production, military 

vicus 

 

TECHNOLOGICAL CHOICES IN ANCIENT COOKING VESSELS MANUFACTURE 

 

Iulia ILIESCU, 

University of Bucharest 

 

Abstract: This paper represents an introductory study on the ancient cooking vessels production in which 

we present the close connection that links the pottery manufacture to its functionality. Based on the 

ethnoarchaeological and experimental studies recently made on this ceramic category, we highlighted the 

technological criteria to be followed in analysing a vessel in order to determine its function. After describing 

all the factors that influence the production process, a brief discussion regarding the properties of the 
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cooking vessels, but also the markers which can indicate if they have been used according to their intended 

function will be made.  

Key words: cooking vessels, functionality, pottery technology, use wear traces, alimentation 

 

 

STAMPED MATERIAL FROM THE SĂRĂTURĂ SECTOR IN ISTROS/HISTRIA 

(ROMANIA) 

 

Alexandra-Victorina LIȚU, University of Bucharest; 

 Alexandra BIVOLARU, Aix-Marseille Université, France;  

Valentin-Victor BOTTEZ, University of Bucharest 

 

Abstract: The present paper analyses three Greek stamps on ceramic objects (a roof tile and two amphora 

handles) from Istros/Histria, discovered in the Sărătură Sector and dated mainly to the 4th c. BC. A short 

context of the discovery is also provided. 

Keywords: Greek stamps, roof tile, amphora handles, Istros/Histria, Hellenistic period 

 

SECONDARY GLASS KILNS AND LOCAL GLASS PRODUCTION IN TOMIS 

DURING ROMAN TIMES 

 

Laurențiu CLIANTE, Museum of National History and  

Archaeology from Constanța, Romania; 

Alexandra ȚÂRLEA,University of Bucharest 

 

Abstract: The aim of this paper is to present a series of finds from Tomis (Constanţa County, Romania) 

indicating the existence of secondary glass production in this city during the Roman period, most probably 

covering a chronological framework between the 2nd and 4th centuries CE. Using as a starting point the yet 

unpublished find of the remains of a secondary glass kiln on Ecaterina Varga Street, the article reviews all 

the similar instances known so far from Tomis, both published and unpublished. This situation is discussed 

in connection to another category of archaeological finds susceptible of bringing new information on the 

glass production in Tomis, several vessels belonging to Bucovală type XXV with undetached moils, feature 

which could serve as an argument in favour of their local production. 

Key-words: secondary glass kilns, local production, Tomis, Roman period 


